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Abstract. We describe an axiom system ACPp that incorporates real timed 
actions. Many examples are provided in order to explain the intuitive contents 
of the notation. ACPp is a generalisation of ACP. This implies that some of 
the axioms have to be relaxed and that ACP can be recovered as a special case 
from it. The purpose of ACPp is to serve as a specification language for real 
time systems. The axioms of ACPp explain its operational meaning in an 
algebraic form. 

1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to explore the possibilities to incorporate real time 
aspects in process algebra, and in particular in the framework of ACP 
[BeK84]. Many papers have been written about real time processes and their 
description in various formats that had previously been introduced without real 
time constraints, e.g. [DaS89, GeB87, JAM86, KSR88, MOT90, NRS90, 
Ree89, ReR86, ReR87, ZwL87]. Our effort is not primarily aimed at a better 
understanding of real time phenomena but rather more focused on the 
question of to what extent real time aspects can be incorporated in the setting 
of ACP. Adding real time features can be done in many ways and it is 
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impossible to explore all options in a single paper (see also [Gro90]). But 
taking the philosophy of ACP as a starting point, several conclusions can be 
drawn beforehand: 

1. Atomic actions take no time, moreover they either exclude one another in 
time or happen at the same time and are engaged in some kind of 
communication. This can be preserved if we add to atomic actions a time 
stamp (as was done in [GIV87]). Thus at7) stands for: perform action a at 
time 7. 

2. ACP is an executable formalism. In fact its expressions are just programs in 
an applicative notation. This character must be preserved in the case of real 
time extensions. 

3. The axioms of ACP are wrong for a real time interpretation: suppose that 
actions a, b and e cannot communicate. What is P = (a(2). e(4))II b(3)? 
According to ACP it is as follows: 

(a(2) �9 c(4)) II b(3)  = (a(2) �9 e(4))  II b(3)  + b(3) I1. (a(2) �9 e(4))  

= a (2 ) .  (c(4) II b(3))  + b ( 3 ) .  a (2 ) .  e(4) 

= a (2 ) .  (c(4) �9 b(3) + b ( 3 ) .  c(4))  + b (3 ) .  a (2 ) .  c(4)  

This is not satisfactory, however, because the intuitive meaning of the 
entirely deterministic process P is a(2)- b(3)- c(4]. In the case of real time 
processes there is much less room for arbitrary interleaving. In any case it is 
not always true that parallel composition leads to a combinatorial explosion 
of execution paths. 

4. After all actions have been provided with time stamps the original system 
ACP becomes difficult to understand. What exactly is an atomic action 
without time stamp? Will it obtain a time stamp by being executed? Or is 
there some other connection? It follows that after the introduction of ACPp 
the original system ACP is not just recovered by taking stamped actions 
instead of ACP's atomic actions. In fact the following can be said: 
ACPp is a generalisation of ACP. It has weaker axioms and the axioms of 
ACP cannot be maintained for real time processes in general. 
ACP's axioms hold for a subclass of the real time processes. This subclass 
consists of the so-called symbolic processes. An atomic action of a symbolic 
process is a composed object in terms of ACPp. Informally, the symbolic 
processes uses "atomic actions" of the form _a where 0 stands for: "choose 
some a(t) for t -> 0". 
Several auxiliary operators are needed to define ACPp. In the subcase of 
symbolic processes their occurrences are trivial (superfluous). 

5. Suppose we have in mind the process A[2, 3] that can perform action a once 
and can do such at any time t in the interval [2, 3]. For this process it is an 
option to perform the action a(2.55), therefore we expect to find the 
identity A[2, 3] = A[2, 3] + a(2.55). Similarly we expect the identity 

A[2, 3] = A[2, 2.4] + A[2.4, 3]. 

Thus, the choice of a moment in time is to be described by means of +,  just 
as all manifestations of choice are. (Recall that a distinction between 
ACP/CCS on the one hand and CSP on the other is that in the first theories 
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only one choice mechanism is provided. This form of simplicity should be 
preserved.) 

6. We need additional terminology to distinguish between real time process 
algebra and the form of process algebra not involving time stamps. We 
propose to use the term "process algebra" for both "activities" or "versions 
of the theory". The old ease is then denoted with "symbolic process 
algebra", the new case with "(real time) process algebra". Thus the default 
meaning of "process algebra" involves the use of time according to this 
proposal concerning terminology. 

The major mechanism of ACP is its description of the merge of processes using 
arbitrary interleaving. We find that this makes perfect sense in the context of 
real time processes. There seems to be no immediate need to incorporate 
notions concerning causality (or so-called "true concurrency") if a step to real 
time is made. 

The part of the work that becomes harder, if not unattractive and difficult, 
is the theory of bisimulations. In principle the notion of a bisimulation 
generalises to a real time setting without much difficulty. The problem is that 
transition systems become very large so that they become hard to visualise. 
Nevertheless, transition systems are very useful for didactic purposes. On the 
other hand, it seems that working with the axioms is needed if simple and 
convincing calculations on processes are to be made. Further, for some 
recursion equations a solution can only be found by introducing an operational 
semantics. And then bisimulation is needed to understand that the transition 
system indeed yields a solution of the recursion equations. (This is needed if 
one has to deal with processes of the "Achilles and tortoise" type, i.e. 
processes that can perform infinitely many consecutive actions in a finite 
amount of time. In simpler eases one may use a projective limit construction to 
find solutions of recursion equations.) 

The conclusion that we have drawn from this experiment is that it is 
possible indeed to find a real time version of ACP and that our proposal has 
the properties that one would like. Before writing this paper we tried several 
alternatives. Indeed there are even versions of the theory conceivable in which 
all axioms of ACP remain valid, but unfortunately the meta-theory of those 
proposals turned out to be quite unsatisfactory. That has led us to the 
conclusion that ACP has to be generalised in order to accommodate real time, 
which simply means that at least one of its axioms must be given up. The 
decision has been made to weaken the axioms concerning the interaction of 
atomic actions and left merge. The reason to do so is because this turns out to 
be intuitively plausible. It cannot be excluded at present that quite different 
generalisations work as well or better. 

We make only a few remarks about a theory of abstraction in the real time 
context, this is to a large extent a matter for future research. Thus it is c o n c r e t e  
process algebra, the theory without ~'s, that is generalised to a real time 
setting here. Concrete process algebra serves for process specification rather 
than for verification. 

The aims of this research are to propose a language and axioms for the 
description of real time processes, not to analyse the mathematical foundations 
of the system. Indeed we run the risk of having an inconsistent set of axioms. 
The primary method to avoid this is to base our work on clear intuition 
concerning the modelling of real time systems. All operators have a clear 
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(informal) operational meaning and the axioms reflect this operational 
meaning. The purpose of the axioms is to allow an elimination result: all finite 
closed process expressions can be written in a form using sum and multiplica- 
tion only. Not even this fact is provided with a rigorous proof, however. So 
this paper does little more than proposing the design of a potential theory for 
real time processes. It should be noticed, however, that the major risks for the 
theory being wrong or useless are not so much in the mathematical foundations 
but rather in the "human factors" of the syntax, the axioms and the 
operational intuitions. In order to support our claim that our language is 
workable, we have first to propose plausible methods for modelling many real 
time mechanisms. 

2. Basic Process Algebra with Time Stamps 

First we briefly review the theory PBA (Basic Process Algebra) of [BeK84]. 
Process algebra starts from a given action alphabet A (usually finite). Elements 
of A are called atomic actions. BPA has two binary operators: + stands for 
alternative composition (choice), and �9 for sequential composition. BPA has 
the axioms from Table 1. 

Table 1. BPA 

X + Y = Y + X  A1 
( X + Y + Z = X + ( Y + Z )  A2 
X + X = X  A3 
(X+Y) .Z - -X -Z+Y.Z  A4 
(X-Y).Z= X.(Y.Z) A5 

If we add to BPA a special constant 6 standing for inaction (comparable to 
NIL of CCS), we obtain the theory BPA<5. The two axioms for 6 are in Table 
2. 

Table 2. BPA6 = BPA + A6, A7 

X + 6 = X  A6 
<5 �9 X=6 A7 

When we add real time to this setting, our basic actions are not from the set 
A~ = A U {6}, but from the set 

AT = {a(t) [ a E A~, t ~ R ~.o} 

Thus, each atomic action is parametrised by a non-negative real number. We 
use a dense and continuous time domain since that is usual practice in physics 
(there, sometimes all reals are used, as we do in [BaB90]: in this case, we need 
to remove axiom ATA1). Other time domains can also be used, and most of 
the theory we develop will be unaffected. (See Table 3.) 

Again, the timed actions can be combined by +,  .. Moreover, we need an 
additional operation >>, the (absolute) time shift, t >> X denotes the process X 
starting at time t. This means that all actions that have to be performed at or 
before time t are turned into deadlocks because their execution has been 
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Table 3. BPAp6 = BPA5 + ATA1-5 + ATBI-4  

a(0) = 6(0) ATA1 
r �9 X = 6It) ATA2 
t < r  => ~( t )+6( r )=~(r )  ATA3 
a(t) + ~(t) = a(t) ATA4 
a(t)- X = a(t). (t >> X) ATA5 

t < r  :r t > > a ( r ) = a ( r )  A T B I  
t > r  => t > > a ( r ) = 6 ( t )  ATB2 
t >> (X + Y) = (t >> X) + (t >> Y) ATB3 
t >> (X.  Y) = (t >> X) .  Y ATB4 

J. C. M, Baeten and J. A. Bergstra 

delayed too long. Clearly 0 >> X = X for all processes X. This is not taken as an 
axiom because it can be derived for all dosed process expressions from the 
given axioms. 

The process /i(t) can wait until time t, and then, no further activity is 
possible. The process 6(0) can perform no activity at all. It obeys the same 
laws as the process/i  of BPA6, so we can put 6 = t$(0). 

Examples 

1. a(21. b(3) + ~(1.5) = a(2)-  b(3) + 6(1.5) .  b(3) = (a(21 + 8(1.5))-  b(3) 
-- (a(2) + ,5(2) + 6(1.5)) .  b(3) = (a(2) + 6(2)) .  b(3) = a(2) .  b(3) 

2. a(2).  (b(2). c(3) + c(1).  c(4) + c(3).  c(2)) 

= a(2).  (2 >> b(2).  c(3) + 2 >> c(1 ) .  c(4) + 2 >> c(3).  c(2)) 

= a (2) - (# (2)  �9 c(3) + 6(2) -  c(4) + c(3).  c(2)) 

= a(2).  (6(2) + 6(2) + c(3). c(2)) 

= a(2) .  (6(2)  + (8(3)  + c(3))(3 >> c(2))) -- a (2 ) .  (6(3)  + c(3)) �9 6(3) 

= a(2).  c(3).  6(3) 

A closed process expression over BPAp6(A) is an expression that does not 
contain process variables or variables for real numbers. We allow every real 
number as a constant, which means there are uncountably many such closed 
process expressions. For finite closed process expressions an initial algebra can 
be defined. This is the initial algebra model of BPAp6(A).  This structure 
identifies two closed expressions whenever these can be shown identical by 
means of application of the axioms. We will look at two models in the 
following two sections. In these models, recursion equations can be solved. 

3. Projective Limit Model 

We will define a projective limit model for BPAptS. This model is useful for 
the solution of a large class of recursion equations. 

Let A be an action alphabet. It may be infinite, since finiteness conditions 
will have to be imposed on terms rather than on the syntactic categories 
anyway. Let PRf(A) denote the finite process expressions over action alphabet 
A wi th  real  t imed actions. We w i l l  w o r k  in PRf = PRf(A).  
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3.1. Projection 

~,: PRf---> PRf is a mapping defined by the axioms in Table 4. 

Table 4. Projection 

t>_t  ' :~ ~r t (a( t ' ) )=a( t ' )  
t < t '  => ~r t (a( t ' ) )=6( t )  
~rt(X �9 Y) = ~t(X) �9 ,,rt(Y) 
~t(X + Y) = ;%(X) + :r 
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A projective sequence is a mapping p: [0, co)--, PRf such that for each pair t < t' 
of times in [0, 0o), p( t )= ~rt(p(t')). This leads to a projective limit model for 
basic process algebra with a real time feature, similar to the model in [ReR86]; 
see also [Ree89, ReR87, DaS89]. An important difference between our 
approach and theirs is, that in their setting, there is a fixed delay 6 following 
every atomic action. 

The elements of our domain are the projective sequences; two sequences 
p, q are considered to be the same if for all t > 0 the equation p(t) = q(t) holds 
in the initial algebra model. The operators are defined component-wise, so e.g. 
(p + q)(t) = p(t) + q(t). 

In this projective l imit model it is possible to define the solution of  
recursion equations. For  these equations in most cases one wil l  need processes 
that are parametrised by real numbers. 

3.2. Examples 

Pl(t) = a(t) .  Pl( t  + 1) 

P=(t) = a(t) .  a(t + 1). Pz(t + 1) 

Pa(t) = a(t) .  (Pa(t + 1) + c(t + 4)) + b(t + 2) .  P3(t + 4) 

Now 
have 
them 

we can ask whether or not it is the case that guarded timed equations 
unique solutions in the projective limit model. We find that not all of 
do. For instance consider the following recursive equation: 

A(r) = a(2 - r)- A( r /2 )  

In this case ~r2(A(1)) is not a finite process. This is a version of the paradox of 
Achilles and the tortoise. That paradox seems to be connected to the 
assumption that reality is a projective limit model in the above sense. It can be 
concluded that the projective limit model above is not suited for solving 
recursion equations in general. Therefore, we will look at an operational 
semantics next. 

4. Operational Semantics 

First, we will look more closely at the format of process specifications. 
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4.1. A Process Specification Format 

A process specification comprises the following aspects: 

1. The description of a signature for a data including a sort for the R ~~ 
non-negative real numbers denoted by . All constants and operations 
on the real numbers will have to be named as well. 

2. The description of an algebra I~ that serves as a semantics for the data type 
mentioned in (1). Notice that B involves a model for the real numbers. 

3. A finite set A of action names with parameter lists. A parameter list is a 
sequence of sort names from the data type. If a{S1 . . . . .  Sk) is an action 
name with parameter list then for all data d ~  Dom(B,S~) and t ~ R  ~'~ 
a(dl . . . . .  dk ) ( t )  is a timed atomic action. (We will also say: a timed and 
instantiated atomic action). Notice that t is not a parameter of the action in 
the regular sense, as it plays a special role. On the other hand, one of the St 
may be R ~'~ in which ease time can also be used as a parameter. 

4. A finite collection of process names with parameter lists. As in the case of 
action names, a parameter list is a possibly empty sequence of sort names. 
If P(S1 . . . . .  Sk) is a process name with parameter list then for all data 
diEDOi(l~,Si) P(d~ . . . . .  dk) is a so-called instantiated process name. 
Instantiated process names do not contain a special time parameter, but 
again, one of the S~ may be R ---~ 

5. A finite collection of guarded recursion equations in the style of ACP. The 
meaning of these recursion equations is found by taking all instantiations of 
the process names that occur in left-hand sides. After this instantiation, no 
free variables may be left in the right-hand sides. Thus a finite system of 
equations is viewed as an abbreviation of an infinite collection of recursion 
equations for instantiated process names. 

4.2. Definitions 

Let a process specification K be given. Then the following can be defined: 

1. IA(K) denotes the class of instantiated timed actions of K. 
2. IPN(K) denotes the class of instantiated process names for K. 
3. The classes CPE(BPAp6, K) of closed process expressions made from 

instantiated timed actions (IA(K)) and instantiated process names (IPN(K)), 
as introduced in K, combined with the process combinators of BPAp6. 
Similarly we will have CPE(ACPp, K). Further, such classes are found if we 
add more operators to the syntax of processes. In particular the integral 
operator will often be used. That leads to notations CPE(BPAp6I, K) and 
CPE(ACPpl, K). 

4.3. States 

Given a class L of closed process expressions, say L = CPE(BPAp&, K) the 
corresponding class of states is ST(L)= {(e,t)le e L and t e R~~ Thus a 
state is a closed process expression together with a time. (e, t) denotes the 
state with time t at which process e still has to be executed. 
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4.4. Action Relations 

Given a process description K, and a class of closed process expressions L over 
K the operational semantics of K, L consists of three relations 

step c_ ST(L) x IA(K) x ST(L) 

idle c_ ST(L) x ST(L) 

terminate c_ ST(L) x IA(K) x I~ ~~ 

The extension of these relations is found as the least fixed point of a 
simultaneous inductive definition. Before presenting this inductive definition 
some constraints of the relations will be mentioned. (The inductive definition 
will guarantee these constraints for its least fixed point.) 

step: if step((x, t) ,  a(r), (x',  s))  then t < r and r = s; 

idle: if idle((x, t ) ,  (x' ,  r)) then t <  r and x---x'; 

terminate:  if terminate((x,  t) ,  a(r), s) then t < r and r = s 

We write 

(x , t )  ~'~> (x ' , r )  for step((x, t) ,a(r) ,  ( x ' , r ) )  

(x , t )  .... ~ (x, r) for idle((x, t), (x, r)) 

(x, t) a(r)) (~ r) for terminate((x, t ) ,  a(r), r) 

We remark that in the step and terminate relations, it is not necessary to 
mention the time r twice. We prefer to use a somewhat superfluous notation, 
to make later generalisations possible. 

The inductive rules for the operational semantics are similar to those used 
in structural operational semantics. An exhaustive list is deplorably long. In 
Table 5, we have a ~ IA(K), r, s, t E R ---~ x, y ~ L. 

Note that the rules for alternative composition express, that by idling, a 
summand of an alternative composition can be lost if it cannot wait any longer 
(if the time stamp of an atomic action is reached or passed). 

We also need action relation rules for recursive equations. We use 
recursive equations to specify infinite processes, as in [BeK86] or [BBK87], 
where also the notion of guardedness is explained. Let X = e be a recursive 
equation, with X a formal variable, and e, e' process expressions, possibly 
containing the variable X. Then we add the following rules. (See Table 6.) 

We let RTS((p, t ) )  denote the real time transition system generated from 
the state (p, t) using the structured operational rules above. 

4.5. Remark 

Notice that the inference rules are such that as time progresses without the 
execution of an action, no more relations become possible, i.e. 

t -< rand  (x , r )  , (x , s )  implies (x , t )  ; (x , s )  

t -< t and (x, r) a~s~, (x',  s) implies (x, t) .!s~ > (x',  s) 

t -  < r and (x, r) .~sl> (~/, s) implies (x , t )  .~s~; (V, s). 
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Table 5. Action rules for BPAp~i (inference rules) 

J. C. M. Baeten and J. A. Bergstra 

t < r  ~ ( a ( r ) , t ) ~ ( ~ / , r )  

t < s < r ~ (a(r), t) --* (a(r), s) 

t < s < r  :ff (fi(r),t)--*((5(r),s) 
(x, t) ~ (x', r) 

( x+y , t )  .c,~. (x', r), ( y + x , t )  "('), (x', r) 
(X, t) ~ (~, r) 

(x + y, t) airl, (V, r>, (y + x, r) ,at,L, (V, r) 

(x, t) ~ (x. r) 
(x + y,t)--~ (x + y, r), ( y+  x , t ) - *  ( y + x , r )  

(x,t) air)> (x ' ,r)  (x,t)--~ (x,r)  
(x ' y , t )  .I,~) (x, . y, r) (x . y, t>-+ (x . y, r> 
t < r < s  => (s>>x,t)--*(s>>x,r)  

<X,t) air), (x ' , r> , r>s  (x,t>--~ (x, r) 
(s >> x, t) JL~ (x', r) 

(x, t> ~ (V,r )  
(x. y, t) e'lr')~ (% r) 

(,X, t) ~ (~/, r>, r>s  
(s>>x,t)--* (s>>x,r) (s>>x,t) a(r)) (~/.r) 

Table 6. Action rules for recursion 

(e,t) .(r))(e' ,r)  (__e,t)--* (e,r) ..~.e,t) .*(')> (V, r )  
(X,t) ~ (e' ,r) (X, t)--~ (X, r) (X,t)  otrl) (~/,r) 

These rules no longer hold when hidden actions (r-actions) are present (see 
Section 9.10). 

4.6. Bisimulations 

Let a process description K be given using a process syntax (say BPAp6)  and 
consider two process expressions p and q in CPE(BPAR6, K). We will define 
what it means for the states (p, t) and (q, t) to be bisimilar. 

The cone cone(p,  t) of a state over CPE(BPAp6, K) is the collection of all 
states that are accessible from {p,t) in finitely many transitions using the 
clauses of the structured operational semantics. Then a bisimulation between 
(p, t) and (q, t) is a relation R ~_ cone(p, t) x cone(q, t) such that 

1. R((p,t) ,  (q, t ) )  
2. For each state ( p ' , s )  in cone(p,t)  there is a state ( q ' , s )  in cone(q,t)  

such that R((p', s), (q', s)). 
3. For each state (q', s) in cone(q,t) there is a state (p', s) in cone(p,t) such 

that R((p', s), (q', s)). 
4. For each state (p', s) in cone(p, t) and state (q', s) in cone(q, t) such that 

R((p', s), (q', s)): if there is a step a(s') possible from (p', s) to state 
(p",s'), then there is a state (q",s') in cone(q,t) such that 
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R((p",s'), (q",s')) and there is a step a(s') possible from (q ' ,s)  to 
(q", s'). 

5. For each state (q', s) in cone(q, t) and state (p', s) in cone(p, t) such that 
R((p', s), (q', s)): if there is a step a(s') possible from (q', s) to state 
(q",s ' ) ,  then there is a state (p",s ' )  in cone(p,t) such that 
R((p" ,s ' ) , (q" ,s ' ) )  and there is a step a(s') possible from (p ' ,s)  to 
(p", S'). 

6. For each state (p' ,  s) in cone(p, t) and state (p' ,  s) in cone(q, t) such that 
R((p', s), (q', s)): if there is idling possible from (p', s) to state (p', s'), 
then R((p', s ' ) ,  (q',  s ' ))  and idling is possible from (q' ,  s) to (q' ,  s ' ) .  

7. For each state (q' ,  s) in cone(q, t) and state (p' ,  s) in cone(p, t) such that 
R((p', s) ,  (q',  s)): if there is idling possible from (q',  s) to state (q', s ' ) ,  
then R((p', s ' ) ,  (q',  s ' ) )  and idling is possible from (p' ,  s) to (p' ,  s ' ) .  

8. For each state (p' ,  s) in cone(p, t) and state (q' ,  s) in cone(q, t) such that 
R((p', s) ,  (q',  s)): if there is a termination step a(s') possible from (p',  s) 
to s ' ,  then there is a termination step a(s') possible from (q', s) to s' .  

9. For each state (q',  s)in cone(q,t)  and state (p' ,  s)  in cone(p,t)  such that 
.R((p', s) ,  (q' ,  s)): if there is a termination step a(s') possible from (q',  s) 
to s' ,  then there is a termination step a(s') possible from (p' ,  s) to s'. 

We say states (p , t )  and (q , t )  are bisimilar, notated as (p , t )  <->(q,t), if 
there exists a bisimulation between (p, t) and (q, t).  Note that conditions 2 
and 3 in the definition above are superfluous. 

Given a fixed process specification K, then we claim the relation between 
bisimulations and the axioms of BPAp6 is as follows: let L(X,Y,Z)= 
R(X, Y, Z) be an equation of BPAp~i (with variables among X, Y, Z). Then for 
any process expressions p, q, and r in CPE(BPAp~, K) and for each t e 0~ ~~ the 
states 

(L(p, q, r),t) and (R(p, q, r),t) 

are bisimilar. It follows that every fixed instant of time t a model of BPApt5 
can be found as follows: map each closed process expression p on the 
bismulation class of the state (p, t).  

We conjecture that in this bisimulation model, all guarded recursive 
equations have a solution. It would be nice if a proof can be found that all 
guarded recursive equations even have unique solutions. We leave this second 
statement as an open problem. 

4.7. Some Facts on Bisimulation 

Later on, we will use the fact that the states (x, t) and (t >> x, t) are bisimilar 
((x, t) __~ (t >> x, t)) for every closed process expression x and time t. Another 
useful observation is that ~x, t) ~ (y, t) implies that (x, r) ~ (y, r) for every 
r>-t. In particular, this means that if (x, 0)__.~(y, 0),  then (x, t)___.~ (y, t) 
holds for all t. 
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4.8. Example 

Considering again the "Achilles and tortoise" process A(1) of 3.2, we see that 
the cone of (A(1), 0)  only contains states with time component less than 2, so 
time 2 cannot be reached, and we have e.g. (A(1), 0) __.o (A(1). b(3), 0).  

5. Integration 

We call integration 
alternatives. 

the alternative composition over a continuum of 

5.1. Notation 

Suppose that a process notation description is given. This is a process 
description K without recursion equations. We denote a process notation 
description by K-. Now it is possible to introduce process expressions with free 
variables of type R "--~ These process expressions can be interpreted as 
mappings from real numbers to processes. Let Tvar be an infinite collection of 
variables for R >~ With PE(BPAtS, K-)[Tvar] the collection of process expres- 
sions with variables in Tvar is denoted. The notions of free variables and 
bound occurrence of variables are introduced as usual. Now we add a binding 
operator to this term calculus. For each subset V of R ~a and for each variable 
v ~ Tvar and each process expression the following expression is introduced: 

f, , also written as INT(v e V, P) 
eV 

Intuitively this is just the alternative composition of the alternatives P[t/v] for 
t e V. We use f rather than E to stress the fact that this sum may combine a 
number of alternatives with the cardinality of the continuum. Of course, v 
ceases to be a free variable in this expression (if it happened to be one in P). 
Alpha conversion must be allowed to avoid name clashes. 

5.2. Operational Semantics 

The operational rules for integration are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Action relations for integration 

(x(u},t}-*(x(u).r),u~V ~x(u),t~ =-lzL, (x',Q,u~..V (x(u),t~ 8(~), (~/,r~,ue V 
/fv.vX(V).t/_,If..vX(Vl.r/ //v.vX(Vl.t/~0){x'.r) (/..v X(V). t/ at.); (~/.r) 
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5.3. Example 

Let 

P = (fwll,31 a(v) + fwl2,41 b(v) + fvEla,Sl C(V)) " d(8); 

then (P, 1.5}--> (P, 5) and (P, 2) bta} (d(8),3). 
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5.4. Axioms 

The integration operator requires (allows) many additional axioms, see Table 8 
below. 

Table 8. BPAp6I  = BPAp6 + INTI-7  

f~.(,} P = Pit/v] INTI 

v~6V(P)&Vd=O ~ fwv P= P INT2 

,,,~ P = 6 INT3 

f,,~vuwP=f,,.vP+f,,.wP ,NT4 

v,FV(Q), fv.v(P.O,=(s INT6 

a,,t V.Wvl = O . / v .  * P= f...v ~ l,.,',", 

The last axiom is an extensionality axiom. It is a conditional equation, 
provided one allows uncountable conjunctions of conditions. Using these 
axioms a finite process expression involving S can be written in a normal form 
in which only prefix multiplication is used (rather than sequential composition 
in general; see [BeK84] for such normal forms). 

5.5. Example 

fv,,,2.a,{(a(v + 1) + b(2))" (f,,~,4.8] b(7 - v)) "d(v)} "c(12) 

= s (a(v + 1) + b(2))" (f~,4.6, b(7-w)),  d(v)} �9 c(12) 

= s + 1) + b(2))" (f,..,4.e b(7 - w) "d(v))} "c(12) 
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= fv~12.31 {(a(V "F 1) -t- b(2)) " (~w~[4,61 b(7 - w))  " d(v) " c(12)} 

= fv,12,3l { a ( v+  1) " (L,I4,s, b(7 - w))  " d(v) " c(12) + b(2) 

" (fwel4,6l b(7 - w))  " d(V) " c(12) } 

5.6. Example 

In this example, we will describe three clocks. 

1. C~(t) = tick(t). C~(t + 1) 

If  one starts the clock in state (C1(1),0) it will start ticking at time 1 and 
continue to do so each time unit with absolute precision. 
2. The second clock allows some fluctuations of the ticks: 

C2(t) = fw[t-o.ol.t+o.ol)tick(v). C2(t + 1) 

3. The third clock cumulates the errors: 

C3(t) = -/vf~lt-O.Ol,t+O.Ol] t ick(v). Cz(v + 1 ) 

5.7, Example 

In this example, we look at processes that describe the automatic switching off 
of a lamp. The first example of an automatic switch off mechanism allows to 
switch on a button at any time; then after 10.5 time units it will be switched off 
(automatically). 

= f sw_on(v) �9 sw_off(v + 10.5) �9 B~ B1 
Jv ER~'O 

An improved version of this device allows to switch on before it has switched 
off (in order to prevent sudden darkness for instance). We use a parameter t. 

B2 = ~ sw_on(v).  B2(v + 10.5) 
Jv 

B2(t) = sw-off(t) �9 B2 + f sw_on(w).  B2(w + 10.5) 
Jw el0.t) 

A third version of the mechanism allows two different buttons for switching 
on. 

B3 = f (sw_onl(v) + sw_on=(v)) �9 B3(v + 10.5) 
av ER~0 

= sw_off(t) �9 B3 + ~ (sw-on l (w)  + sw_on2(w)) �9 B3(w + 10.5) B3(t) 
Jw [o,t) 
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5.8. Example 

fve[3.4] ~(V) -- /v~[3.4] (~(V) "F lye{4} (~(V) ---- ~v~[3.4] (~(V) "~ ~(4) 

= ~ (~(v) + 6(4)) =/v ~(4) = <~(4) e[3,4] e13,4] 
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5.9. Atomic Actions with Real Valued Parameters 

We have introduced the notation a(b~ . . . .  , b,)(t) for the atomic action a at 
time t with parameters bl . . . . .  b n .  If some of the b~ may be real numbers, in 
expressions for them the time t itself may be used. We will provide an example 
of this in the following. 

5.10. Example 

Let p be a point in space that travels with uniform velocity v from a to b 
starting at time to. We assume that we work in a one dimensional real space. 
The distance of a and b is d. Let u = d /v  and tl = to + u. Thus at time t the 
point is at position r = a + v .  (t - to). The action p(r)(t) denotes that p signals 
its presence at r at time t. p(r)(t) will be called a position signal. The process 
P(t) will describe the traveling point from time t onwards. P(t) allows a position 
signal at any time and it will terminate after the final position signal p(b)(tl). 
The process p(a)(to) �9 P(to) describes the travelling point. A reeursion equation 
for P(t) is as follows. 

~t p(a + v .  (t' - to))(t') �9 P(t') + p(b)(t~) P(t) = 'E|t.t,) 

Notice that this equation may best be considered as a very large system of 
equations, one for each P(t) with t ranging over the non-negative real numbers. 
The advantage of this view is that the P(t) do not have free variables and no 
complications with name dashes and alpha conversions will arise. Of course it 
is possible as well to view the recursion equation as a single one but in that 
case process expressions with parameters have to be understood in detail. 

It should be noticed that the process P(to) cannot be defined within the 
projective limit model because there is an infinite sequence of actions possible 
before time tl. 

6. Parallel Processes 

We start off by giving the operational semantics for the parallel composition 
operator II (merge). We assume we have given a communication function 
1:A6 x A~ ~ A6. I is commutative, associative and 6 is a zero element for it. 
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6.1. Operational Semantics 

The operational semantics for merge is easy to understand: in a parallel 
composition, both processes must proceed in order for the composition to 
proceed. We see 6 possible combinations. 

Table 9. Action rules for parallel composition 

(X, t)  "1')~ ~X" r), {y, t)  --~ ~y, r} 
(x II Y, t} a('L" (X' II Y, r), (y II x, t) "*% (y II x', r) 

(X,t~ .(r), (q ,  r), (y, t)---, (y, r) 
(xlly, t) ~ (y,r}, <YllX, t) air), <y,r) 
<x. t> --) (x, r~. (y. t)  --> (y. r} 

(x II y, t)--+ (x II Y, r~ 
(x,t) ~)rl, (x',0, (y,t~ "(rl, <v,,r/,a I b=c§ 

(x II Y, t) ~ (x' II Y', r} 

(x  II y , t )  =t0, (x ' ,  r~, (y It x , t )  r (x' ,  r~ 

(x II y, t) ev). (~/, r) 

An interesting consequence of these rules is the identity p II ~ = p II 6(0) = 
6(0) = (5 (a deadlock stops time). Notice the contrast with symbolic process 
algebra where one can prove for all dosed process expressions p that 
Pll~=p-6. 

In order to give a axiomatic characterisation of parallel composition, we 
need a number of auxiliary operators. 

6.2. Ultimate Delay 

The ultimate delay operator takes a process expression X in CPE(Z, K) for 
some process signature Z and a process description K. It returns values in 
R>~ {oJ} with the understanding that ~o =sup(RZ~ The ultimate delay 
operator U is defined as shown in Table 10. In order to calculate the ultimate 
delay of an integral expression, we need an additional axiom (Table 11). Note 
that the following interesting equality is generalisation of the law A6 of BPA6; 
it holds in the bisimulation model: 

U(X)---t => X = X + ~ i ( t ) .  

Using this identity and the axiom ATUI below, we derive J't~13,4)6(t)= 6(4) 
(el. Section 5.8). 

Table 10, BPAp~U = BPAp~ + ATU1-4  

U(a(t)) = t ATU1 
U(~(t)) = t ATU2 
U(X + Y) = max{U(X), U(Y)} ATU3 
U(X. Y) = U(X) ATU4 
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Table 11. BPAp6IU = BPAp6U + BPAp6I  + ATUI 

U(f~.v X)  = sup({U(X) I v e V } ) ATUI 
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6.3. Bounded lnitialisation 

The bounded initialisation operator is also denoted by >>, and is the 
counterpart of the operator with the same name that we saw in the 
axiomatisation of BPAp& With X >>t we denote the process X with its 
behaviour restricted to the extent that its first action must be performed before 
time t. Axioms defining >> are in Table 12. Notice that in all axioms a may also 
be 6. 

Table 12. BPAp6 >> = BPAp6 + ATB5-8 

t - r  => a ( t )>>r=~( r )  ATB5 
t < r => a(t) >> r = a(t) ATB6 
(X + Y) >> t = (X >> t) + (Y >> t) ATB7 
(X. Y) >> t = (X >> t ) .  Y ATB8 

In order to calculate the bounded initialisation of an integral expression, we 
need an additional axiom. For this axiom it is assumed that if t happens to be a 
real number expression it will not contain the free variable v. Notice that 
X>> oJ = X. 

Table 13. BPApfiI >> = BPAp6I  + BPAp& >> + ATBI 

f,, (X >> t) ATBI 
~V 

6.4. Algebra of Communicating Processes 

Now we have defined all auxiliary operators needed for the axiomatization of 
parallel composition. Let H be some subset of A, and let a, b, c be elements of 
A U {~t}. See Table 14. 

6.5. Remark 

Observe that we have the following identity: 

(a(t) >> r) .  X = (a(t) >> r)-  (t >> X) 

Proof. We have two cases: i f  t > r then 

(a(t) >> r ) .  X = a ( t ) .  X = a ( t ) .  (t >> X)  = (a(t) >> r ) .  (t >> X)  

i f on the other hand t-< r, then 

(a(t) >> r ) .  X = &(r ) .  X = r = ~ ( r ) .  (t >> X)  = (a(t) >> r) -  (t >> X)  
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Table 14. ACPp = BPAp6U + BPAp6 >> + (21-3 
+ ATCI,  2 + CM1, 4-9 + ATCM2, 3 + D1-4 + ATD 

alb=bla cl 
al(blcl=(albllc 
6 1 a = 6  C3 

t #: r ::~ a(t) I b(r) = 5(min(t ,  r)) ATC1 
a(t) J b(t) --- (a I b)(t) ATC2 

XIIY=XII Y+YII X + X I Y  
a(t) ~ X = (a(t) >> U(X))  �9 X 
(a(t) �9 X)  I I Y  = (a(t) >> U(Y))  �9 (X II Y) 
( X + Y )  II Z = X I I  z + Y I L Z  
(a(t) �9 x )  I b(r) = (a(t) I b(r)) �9 X 
a(t) I (b(r) �9 X)  = (a(t) I b(r)) .  X 
(a(t) .  X)  ] (b(r) ,  Y) -- (a(t) I b(r)) �9 (X II Y) 
(x+Y) l z - - x l z + Y I Z  
x I ( Y + Z ) = X l Y + x I z  

CMI 
ATCM2 
ATCM3 
CM4 
CM5 
CM6 
CM7 
CM8 
CM9 

all(a) = a if a ~t H DI 
all(a) = ~ if a e H D2 
8H(a(t)) = (aH(a))(t) ATD 
aH(X + Y) = 0H(X) + all(Y) D3 
aH(X" Y) = 0H(X)" aH(Y) D4 
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6.6. Alternative Axioms 

As a consequence of this remark, we see that axiom ATCM2 can be phrased as 
follows: 

a(t) IL X = (a(t) >> U(X)) �9 (t >> X) ATCM2 '  

This version will be used later on (in Section 7,13). 
Also for ATCM3 we wil l need another version. We can prove that for all 

closed terms X and Y, axiom ATCM3 is equivalent to the fol lowing axiom: 

(a(t) �9 X) II Y = (a(t) >> U(Y)) �9 (X II (t >> Y)) A T C M Y  

6.7. Elimination Theorem 

For finite closed process expressions over ACPp we can formulate the 
following elimination theorem: let p be a finite closed expression over ACPp. 
Then there is a finite dosed process expression q, not containing the operators 
II, II, >>, >>, u ,  a. ,  and with I only on atomic actions (in the form (a I b)(t)), 
such that ACPp I- p = q. (Notice that q is a BPApfi-term.) 

This theorem makes it possible to prove facts about ACPp-terms by 
structural induction, considering only a few cases. The proof of the theorem 
proceeds by term rewrite analysis (omitted here). 
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6.8. Symbolic Processes 

Notice that in this setting the atomic action a itself is not a process expression. 
Only after adding a time stamp t one obtains a process expression a(t). 
However it is possible to view the original atoms as processes as well. In order 
to avoid confusion we will underline such occurrences of the atomic action 
names. We write: 

a_ = L .~o  a(v) 

The processes that are built from these underlined atomic actions constitute a 
subclass of the space of all processes. As we have mentioned in the 
introduction we propose to call these processes symbolic processes. (Thus 
ACP, CCS TCSP etc. are theories about symbolic processes in this terminol- 
ogy.) For symbolic processes one recovers all laws of ACP that have been 
affected by the introduction of timed actions (see Table 15). 

So we find that as such the axioms of ACP are not a subset of ACPp. That 
simply means that ACPp is a generalisation of ACP rather than an extension 
of it. If one considers symbolic processes only and replaces an atomic action a 
by its real time version ~ all axioms of ACP are recovered in the following 
sense: for symbolic processes the axioms of ACP hold in the bisimulation 
model of section 4. This bisimulation model is a standard model of ACPp 
(once we have given action relations for the auxiliary operators; see Section 
6.10). Notice that _6 is in fact an infinite wait instruction. If follows that 
deadlock and divergence become identified in this setting. 

Table 15. Equations valid for symbolic processes 

X + b = X  
.X=_6 

-~l-b=-"l~ 

~II X=~ .X  
(~. X) JL Y = ~" (X lJ Y1 
aH(_a)=o i f a , H  
OnH(O)=~ i f a e H  

Table 16. ACPpI = BPAp~IU + BPAp6I >> + ACPp + ,NT8-1, 

v,Fv, o, (LvP), o=Lv,P,, o, 

v,Fv, o, (Lv  t O=Lv,Pt o, ,N 9 
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6.9. ACPp with Integration 

It is not clear, however, how to find formal derivations of the axioms of ACP 
from ACPp. The introduction of 0 brings in the integral notation in the case of 
merge and requires additional axioms for it. The axioms for integrals in Table 
16 are valid and useful. 

Using these axioms we can extend the elimination theorem of Section 6.7 
to all ACPpI terms (i.e. we can eliminate the operators mentioned in Section 
6.7, n o t  the integral operator). We will provide an example of the effect of this 
theorem. Suppose b I e = d and all other communications equal 6. 

P = fv a(v + 1). b(3.5) �9 e(6 + v) II c(3.5) 
e12,3) 

-- fv a(v + 11. b13.51, el6 + v) IL e13.51 
e[2,3) 

+ f,, alv + 1). b13.51 �9 c16 + v) I c13.5) 
E[2,3) 

+ e(3.5) II ~v a(v + 1)- b(3.5) �9 el6 + v) 
el2,3) 

= ~ (alv + 11. b(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) IL c(3.51) 
e 12,3) 

+ ~ (a(v + 1 ). b(3.51 �9 c(6 + vi i  I e(3.511 
e [2,3) 

+ 1c13.5) >> U ( ~  a l v +  11 �9 b13.51, c(6 + v)) 
E12,3) 

fv alv + 1). b13.5) �9 c16 + v) = A + B + C 
E[2,3) 

We can consider these summands independently and we wil l focus on A (the 
others presenting similar problems). 

A = ~ (alv + 11. b(3.51 �9 el6 + v) IL e13.5)) 
e[2,31 

= ~ (alv + 1 ). b13.5) �9 el6 + v) 11 e13.511 
e12,2.5) 

+ f (alv + 1). b13.5), c(6 + v) II c(3.5)) 
ve12.5,3) 

= fv alv + 1) >> Ulc13.511 �9 1b13.51 �9 c16 + v) II c13.511 
e12,2.5) 

+ fv alv + 11 >> Ule(3.511 �9 1b13.51 �9 c16 + v) II c13.511 
el2.5,3) 
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= Lt=,zs) a(v + 1) >>3.5. (b(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) II c13.5)) 

+ ~v~12.5,3) a(v + 1) >> 3.5. (b(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) II c(3.5)) 

= ./v~t2,z.s) a(v + 1). (b(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) II c(3.5)) 

+ ~r2.5.s) (5(3.5). (b(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) II c(3.5)) 

= fv~[2,zs) a(v + 1 ). (~(3.5)(c(6 + v) II c(3.5)) + ~(3.5). b(3.5) 

�9 c(6 + v) + b(3.5), c(6 + v) I c(3.5)) + ~ 6(3.5) 
vE[2.5,3) 

= fv~[2,zs) a(v + 1 ). (b(3.5) I c(3.5)) �9 c(6 + v) + ~(3.5) 

(use the remark in Section 6.2) 

= ~v~iz,z,) a(v + 1). (b I c)(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) 

= f~[2,=.5) a(v + 1). d(3.5) �9 c(6 + v) 
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6.10. Operational Semantics 

In order to obtain an operational model for ACPpI,  we also need action 
relations for all additional operators. We give these straightforward definitions 
in Table 17. 

6.11. Relating ACP to ACPp 

It is useful to make some additional remarks about the relation between ACP 
and ACPp or rather ACP and ACPpI.  Suppose we introduce the constant to 
for time instants denoting "infinite" time and we require the axioms of Table 
18. 

These axioms can be consistently added to ACPpl.  The following axioms 
(Table 19) are reasonable as well. 

Now suppose that a model ~ for ACPpI + f~ACP is given that contains at 
least one process p satisfying O(p)=  to. (The bisimulation models for any 
process notation are of that kind, see Section 4.) Let I ~ J  (processes in ~ with 
indefinite delay) be the sub-algebra of I~ consisting of all processes p that 
satisfy U(p)= to. We expect ~ d  to be an algebra with respect to the 
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Table 17. Action relations for auxiliary operators of ACPp 

(X, t ) - *  (X, r), r < s 
(x >> s, t ) - *  (x >> s, r) (x >> s, t) =(rL (x', r) 

(X, t) --* (X. r), (V, t) ---) (V, r) 
(x ~y, t ) ' -~ (x ~y,  r) 

(x,t~ "-~ <x', r>, Iv, t>-' <vo 0 
(xll Y.t) ,(rl, (x' flY, r) 

(x,t) a'-Mrl-) <V, r), <y.t>'-* (y. Q 
(X [Lv, t) "(r), (v,r)  

(x,t)  j ] ~  (x,,r), (y, t)  b(r!~ ( y , , r ) , a l b = c ~  a 
(x I Y, t) ctr)~ (X' II y', r) 

(x.Q a(r~) (x'.r). <y.t) b(,), <V.r).a I b=c§ 
(xly, t) r (x', r) ,  (VlX, t) r (x', r> 

<X. t) "(')> <%/. r>, <y, t> b(r), (%/. r), a I b = r ~ 6 
(x  I y , t )  :s~-* (V,  r) 

(x, t ) - *  (x, r> (x, t) .It), <X', r>,,a r H 
(aH(Xl, t ) - *  (0H(X), r) (aH(x),t) ~ (OH(X'), r) 

(x, t }  ="Z(d-~ ( x ' , Q , r < s  (x , t )  a--EL* (~ / ,Q, r<  s 
(x>>s,t) "1'), (~/, r) 

(x,t) =-j~L* (V,r ) ,a  ~ H 
(OH(x),t) ,a(r~) (~/r> 

Table 18. fl = ill-5 

s 
= | a(v) QI @ 

J~ ERaO 

X>>to=X C~2 
to>>X= ~ ~3 
a(m) : _6 Q4 
U(~) = m t25 

Table 19. ~2ACP = Ql-10 

U ( X ) = m  :~ U ( X + Y ) = t o  Q6 
U(X) = (o & U(Y) = o~ ~ U(X II Y) = m ~7  
U(X) = to & U(Y) = to ::> U(X It Y) = to ~8  
U(X) = to & U(Y) = to :e;, U(X I Y) = r f19 
U(X)=m :~ U(aH(X))-- m ~10 

operators of ACP. Let ACP(_A) be ACP over A with each atom a ~ A replaced 
by _a. Then I~r is a model of ACP{_A). We see I ~ d  is a substructure of ~ that 
is a model of ACP provided each atom a e A is interpreted as 0 (e M ~ )  and 6 
as ~. 

Typically a process of the form a{t) will not be contained in I~d .  So Mid is 
not generated by indecomposable primitive processes. 
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6.12. Example (Combination of One-Bit Buffers) 

The one-bit buffer with input port i and output port j has the following 
specification in symbolic process algebra: 

B Ij --'-- (ri(0) �9 sj(0) + r i (1) -  sj(1)) �9 B ij 

Here, we use the so-called read-send formal l is a collection of port names 
and D is some set of data. Then A contains actions si(d) (send message d at 
port i), ri(d) (read message d at port i), and ci(d) (communicate message d at 
port !). On these actions, we define the communication function as follows: 
si(d) I ri(d) = ei(d) (for d ~ D). In all other cases I yields 6. 

We consider several real time versions of the one-bit buffer. We assume 
that time is measured in seconds. 

Ba 1"2 = f [ r l  (O)(v) �9 s2(O)(v + 0.01 ) 
JveR~-o 

+ r1(1 )(v)- s2(1 )(v + 0.01 )]- Ba l.z 

Bbl'2(t) = fv [r l  (O)(v) �9 s2(O)(v + 0.01 ) 
elt,m) 

+ rl(1)(v), s2(1)(v + 0.01)]. Bbl'2(v + 0.02) 

Bc"2 = fve,~o[rl(0)(v) "/welo.oog,o.o,,l s2(0)(V + w) 

+ rlll)(v)- L,ooo,.oo. ' s2(l l(v + w ) ] - B c ' "  

Bda'=(t) = s [rl(0)(v)"/w~lO.OOS,O.O,,I s2(0)(v + wl 

+ r l l l l l v )  �9 fw~lO.OOS.O.O,ll s2l l l (v + w) ] "  Bdl'Zlv + 0.021 

Be"2(t) = ~[t.~,~ rl (Oily) �9 oo,.o.o,,] s2lOl(v + w).  Be'-2lv + w + 0.011 

+ rl (1)(v)./w s2(1 )(v + w) .  Be~'2(v + w + 0,02) 
el0.009,0.011 ] 

The next step is to consider the parallel composition of several one-bit buffers. 
For instance let the set 8(2) contain all read and send actions at port 2 and let 
H(2, 3, 4) contain all read and send actions at ports 2-4. Then the following 
processes can be imagined (amongst many others). 

P = aH(2)(Be~'2(0.01) [I Be2'a(O .01)) 
O = aH(2,3,41( Bal"2 II Bb2'3(0) II Bc3"4(0) II Be4'S(0)) 

There is a difficulty with the operational semantics of these processes. 
Indeed, we have that the only non-trivial communications are ri(d) I si(d) = 

ci(d). Then it is impossible for P to receive an input along port 1 and to send 
an output at port 3 at the same time. On the other hand starting in state (P, 01 
after the actions r1(01(0.51, c2(0)(0.5105) and waiting for 0.001 seconds the 
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following state is obtained: 

(aH(2)[Be1'2(O.5 + 0.0105 + 0.001) II 

~w,[o.oos,o.o,1S3(1)(0.5105 + w)" Be2"(0.5105 + w + 0.02@ 0.5115) 

= (0.,,,[Be"2(0 5115) [I 

fw,to.oos,o.o,,! 53(1)(0.5105 + W)" Be"a(0.5305 + w)],  0.5115) 

In this state one would expect that the actions r1(0)(0.52) and s3(1)(0.52) are 
possible simultaneously, because these actions are entirely independent in the 
architecture of P. We will get around this difficulty by introducing a new 
communication function on the atomic actions. This would be possible in ACP 
just the same, but there it is less needed because it does not contradict 
intuition so much. 

6.13. Multi-Actions 

We will illustrate the same problem in a much simpler setting. Suppose that a 
system has two external ports 1 and 2 and various internal ports. The 
component P is connected to port 1, whereas Q is connected to port 2. The 
programs for P and Q are fairly trivial: both will write a value at time 3 and 
thereafter terminate. Thus P = s1(7)(3), Q = s2(6)(3). Other components of 
the system perform no action at all. Now consider the parallel composition. 

P II Q = s1(7)(3)II s2(6)(3) = s1(7)(3) II s2(6)(3) 
+ s2(6)(3) II s1(7)(3) + s1(7)(3) I s2(6)(3) 

= (sl (7)(3) >> U(s2(6)(3))) �9 s2(6)(3) + (s2(6)(3) 
>> U(sl (7)(3))) �9 sl (7)(3) + sl (7)(3) I s2(6)(3) 
= (sl (7)(3) >> 3). 52(6)(3) + (s2(6)(3) >> 3). sl (7)(3) 

+ s1(7)(3) I s2(6)(3) 
= (5(3) + (5(3) + (sl (7) [ s2(6))(3) = (sl (7) I s2(6))(3) 

In the standard format of read-send communication that is always used in 
symbolic ACP the communication s1(7) ls2(6) will be ~$ and this implies 
P [I Q =  ~$(3). It works perfectly well in the symbolic case: s1(7)II s2(6)= 
s1(7), s2(6) + s2(6) �9 sl  (7). So the arbitrary interleaving avoids a deadlock that 
is found in the real time case. The solution to these difficulties is simple: if 
actions are along different ports they are independent. That means that a 
communication leads to a multi-action. In a multi-action only one action per 
port may be contained. So we write s1(7)I s2(6)= s1(7)& s2(6) and view the 
multi-atom s1(7)&s2(6) as a new atomic action formally. Then we find 
P II Q = (s1(7)& s2(6))(3) which corresponds to intuition much better. 
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6.14. Communication Function 

In this section we will describe a new communication function for the 
read-send format with handshaking communication at internal ports, that 
allows parallel execution of independent actions. This mechanism can be 
completely described in ACP, so does not involve any real time aspects. 
Nevertheless, in symbolic process algebra it is not needed because the arbitrary 
interleaving prevents deadlocks in those cases. 

We will extend the original alphabet A. Suppose that we have a set of 
locations L, A 6 = A U { 6 } ,  and we have a location function Z:A6"-~L and a 
communication function 7: A~ x A~ ---> A~ such that the conditions in Table 20 
hold. 

Table 20. Conditions on Z, 7 

2(a)=hZ(b) ~ y(a,b)= 
a~=~ => 2(a)~=~(~) 
~(a,b)~:~ => Z(a)=~(b)=Z(y(a,b)) 
?(a, b)=y(b,a) 
7(a, ?(b.c))=?(~(a, b), c) 
y(a, ~)=~ 

As an example, we can use the standard read-send format. Then I is the 
set of locations, and Z, 1' are defined as follows: 

~,(si(d)) = Zlri(d)) = Z(ci(d)) = i; 

},(si(d), ri(d)) = ci(d) for d e D. In all other cases 7 yields 

Now we extend the set A to the new set of atomic actions A&. A& consists of 
sets of actions of A, e.g. al & az & ' "  & an, such that all elements have 
different locations, i.e. i =hi::> Z(ai)~ Z(ai). The order of the actions does not 
matter, i.e. & is commutative and associative. We put A&6 = A& U {6} .  The 
elements of A&a are intended as simultaneous executions of actions of An. We 
will call the new atoms multi-atoms. Notice that if Aa is finite then A&6 is a 
finite superset of it. 

Now A&6 is the new alphabet, on the basis of which ACP (resp. ACPp) is 
defined. The communication merge I is defined on this alphabet as follows: in 

al & az &-"  " & a ,  I bl & b2&."  .&b= 

we find, for each pair i, j with Z(ai)= Z(bi), the communication 7(ai, bi), and 
then we take the conjunction of these communication actions with the 
remaining single actions. If at least one communication is r the whole term 
becomes 6. Thus, in the read-send format, we have 

sl (d) & r2(e) I s2(e) & s3(f) = sl (d) & c2(e) & s3(f) 

sl(d) & r2(e) I sl(d) & s2(e) = 6 

We see that this definition of I satisfies the conditions for a communication 
function (axioms C1-3 of ACPp, see Section 6.4). We also get the result 
desired in 6.13: s1(7)(3) II s2(6)(3) = (s1(7) & s2(6))(3). 

This construction is better suited in the case of real time process algebra 
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than the definition in which I coincides with y on the atomic actions. Notice 
however that all of this firmly stays within the setting of ACP. 

Instead of talking about locations, we can consider the more general case 
where atomic actions do not only a time component, but also space 
components. Then, the case described here is a degenerated case of the 
classical real space setting. For more details, see [BaB90]. 

We remark that there is also another solution to this problem: instead of 
giving an exact timing to each action, we can also assign a small interval. Thus, 
if e is some small positive number, we do not consider s1(7)(3) [I s2(6)(3), but 
instead 

ft~,.~_,.3+,, st(7)(t) I} ft~,3_ ~.z+~) s2(6)(t) 

In the latter process, we get a correct result, when we use interleaving. 

6.15. Example 

We describe the Positive Acknowledgement with Retransmission protocol (see 
[TanS1]) that is based on time outs of acknowledgements. We show the layout 
of the system in Fig. 1. In order to avoid duplicates, messages from a set D are 
labeled with an alternating bit from B = {0, 1 }. 

A = A(0) 

A(b) = f ~ rl(d)(v) �9 A(b, d, v) 
Jv eR >~ deD 

A(b, d, v) = s3(db)(v + 0 .001) .  I f  r5(ack)(w) �9 A(1 - b) 
LJw e [O,v+ 0.01 ) 

+ time_out(v + 0.01). A(b, d, v + 0.01)] 

K = f ~ r3(f)(v) �9 [s4(f)(v + 0.002) + errorK(v + 0.001)]. K 
Jv eR ;~~ f eDxB 

L = ~" r6(ack)(v) �9 [s5(ack)(v + 0.002) + errorL(v + 0.001 )]- L 
Jv ~R ~0 

B = B(0) 

f ~ r4(db)(v) �9 s2(d)(v + 0.001) .  9(1 - b, v) B(b) 
JveR ~~ deO 

+ / "  ~ r4(d(1 - b))(v) �9 B(b, v) 
Jv eR ~~ deD 

B(b, v) = s6(ack)(v + 0.002). B(b). 

The protocol is then constructed as follows: 

PAR = aH(A II K II L liB) 
where H contains all read and send actions along the internal ports 3, 4, 5 and 
6. The protocol works correctly as long as the time out time is larger than the 
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1, 2 

L 

Fig. 1. 

time of a complete protocol cycle (here 0.007 seconds). Using real time process 
algebra, we do not need a priority operator in the description, as in [Vaa90]. 

7. Relative Time 

With a[t] we denote an action a that has to be performed t time units after its 
enabling occurrence of �9 has passed. The initialisation of a process counts as. 
stich a point in time as well. Thus a[2]. b[1]. el4] denotes: two time units after 
the start (at some moment to be determined by an environment) the action a is 
performed, one time unit later b l-,appens and then four time units later c must 
be planned. 

7.1. Basic Process Algebra with Relative Time 

Now we present the axiom system BPA in the case of relative time (Table 21). 
The r in the names of the axiom systems indicates that we deal with relative 
time. 

Table 21. BPArp6 = BPA~ + RTA1-4 

a[0] = 6101 RTAI 
6 [tl. X = 6 It] RTA2 
t < r  :~ 6 [ t ]+6[ r ]=6[ r ]  RTA3 
a[t] + 6[t] = a[t] RTA4 

7.2. Examples 

1. a[2]. b[3] + 611.5]=a[2]. b [3]+~[1.5] ,  b[3]=(a[2] + ~[1.5]). b[3] 
=(a[2] + ~[2]+~[1.5]) .  b[3]=(a[2] + 6[2]). b[3] = a[2]-b[3] 

2. a l2 ] - (b [2 ] .c |3 ]+c[1 ] ,  c[4]+613]-c[2]) 
=a[2] . (b [2] .  c [3 ]+c [ l j . c [4 ]  + ~[3]) 

7.3. Examples of Recursion Equations 

P1 =a [ l ] "  P1 
P2 = a[1]. a[2]- P2 
P3 = a[0.5] �9 (P3 + c[3.5]) + b[2]. P3 
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7.4. Definition 

A state is a pair (e, t) with e a closed process expression and t a time instant. 
Thus the recursion equations above induce states such as (PI ,2)  and 
(b[2 l  �9 (P1 + P2) + P3, 3).  

7.5. Example 

Starting the following process A at time 0 with r initialised at 1 

A(r) = a i d .  A(r/2) 

leads to the process a[1].a[0.5].a[0.25] . . . .  All actions of this process 
happen before t = 2. 

7.6. Operational Semantics 

Here, we do not specify a projective limit model, since, as in the absolute time 
case, we want to focus on an operational model. The action rules for the 
operational model follow. 

Table 22. Operational semantics of BPArp~ 

(alrl, t )  a(t+r| ) (~/, t + r) 

s < r  ::> ( a [ r ] , t ) - - * ( a [ r - s ] , t + s )  
s < r  =~> ( ~ [ r ] , t ) - - > ( 5 [ r - s ] , t + s )  

(x, t) ~ (x', r) 
(x  + y, t) .(r)> (X', r), (y + X, t} o(,)> (X', r)" 

(x,,t) a(r)) ~ / .  r~ 
~'X + y, t) "('~) (~/, r), (y + x, t) ~ (~/, r) 

(x, t}--~ (x', r}, (y, t)--~ (V', r) 
(x + y,t)--~ (x'  + y', r) 

(x, t)--* (x', r ) , t +  U (y ) -  < r 
(x + y, t) ~ (x', r), (y + x, t~ --~ (x', r} 

(x,t~ oH> (x ' , r )  (x,t)--> (x ' , r )  
( x . y , t )  oH> (x , .y ,  r) (x .  y, t)--* (x'  �9 y, r) 

_ (X, t )  0(~)) (~/, r )  
( x ' y ,  t) a(r)r- (y, r) 

7.7. Comments 

When we use relative time, idling may change the process expression we are 
dealing with, as the axioms in the first part of Table 22 show. This complicates 
the rules for alternative composition, as idling may cause the loss of a 
summand (when its relative time becomes 0). The operator 0 is the relative 
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Table 23. BPArp60 = BPArp6 + RTUI-4  

0(altl) = t RTUI 
0(6[tl = t RTU2 
U(X + Y) = max{el(x), CI(Y)} RTU3 
CI(X. Y) = LI(X) RTU4 
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time version of the operator U defined in Section 6.2. Similarly to Section 6.2, 
BPArp~IO = BPArp6U + BPArp~I + RTUI. 

Notice that the condition t +  U ( y ) < r  is equivalent to the following 
statement: 

there is no expression y' such that (y, t) ---> (y ' ,  r) 

We do not want to include a negative condition in an operational rule, as that 
may cause problems (the rules may not define a relation; see [Gro89]). 

The definition of bisimulation needs some adaptations, in order to reflect 
that process expressions may change by idling. These adaptations are 
straightforward. 

7.8. Integration 

The integration operator requires the same axioms as in Section 5.4, so we put 
BPArp6I=BPArp6+INT1-7.  The operational semantics becomes much 
more complicated (Table 24). 

Table 24. Action relations for integration, relative time 

for all u ~ S(x(u), t) --+ (x'(u), r), O =h S c_ V, 
and for all u E V - S t + Ll(x(u)) -< r 

(fv~v x(v), t/-'~ ( fws X'(V), r /  

(x(ul, t) ~ (x', r), u ~ V 

( f~v x'v', t /  "1% (x', r ) 

~xlul, t) "1% <V, r), u eV 

(fvov x(v). t) "", <x/, r) 

7.9. Examples of the Use of Integration 

1. Three clocks (the same examples as in Section 5.6). 

CI~ = t i c k [ l ] .  CI~ 

Notice that here we do not need a parameter for the process, which we did 
need in (1) in Section 5.6. The second clock does need a parameter: 

CI2(w) = f t ick[1 + v - w ] .  CI2(v) 
Jv~[-0.01,0.011 
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Starting this clock at time 0 with w = 0 may lead to the following execution: 

at t = 1.004 tick[1 + 0.0041 CI2(0.004) 
at t = 2.003 tick[1 + 0 . 0 0 3 -  0.004] CI2(0.003) 
at t = 2.998 tick[1 - 0 . 0 0 2 -  0.0031 CI2(-0.002) 
at t = 4.001 tick[1 + 0.001 + 0.0021 CI2(0.001), and so on 

The third clock cumulates the errors: 

CI 3 = f t ick[1 + v ] "  CI3 
~v ~[-0,O1,O.O1] 

2. Automatic switch off (see Section 5.7). The first version is very similar to 
Section 5.7. 

B~ = ~ s w _ o n [ v ]  �9 sw_o f f [10 .5 ]  �9 B~ 
J~ 

The second version does not need a parameter  t. 

B2 = ~ , - o  s w _ o n [ v ]  �9 B~ 

B~ = sw_of f [10 .5 ]  �9 B2 + ~ s w _ o n [ w ]  �9 B~ 
JwE [0,10.5) 

7.10.  Operat ional  Semantics  for A C P r p  

Now we investigate parallel composition in the present setting. The opera- 
tional semantics is very much like the one given in Section 6.1 (as in Section 
7.6, a process expression may change by idling). See Table 25. 

Table 25. Action rules for parallel composition with relative time 

(x,t) *(~> (x', r), <~y, t)--* (y', r} .... 
(x II y,t) sir)' (x' II Y', r), ~y II x,t) a(r), (y, II x'. r) 

(x,t)  ."1')~ (~/,r), (y,t)---* (y ' , r )  
(-x II Y, t~ a;O~ (y,, r), (y II x, t~ a(,)) (y,, r~ 
(x, t~ --> (x', r}, (y, t~ --* (y', r~ 

(x II y, t)--* (x' II Y', r) 
(x, t / a(,l, (.x_x~', r)___,. (y, t~ b(r)) (y,, r}, a [ b = c =/= 

(x II y,t~ c(r)~ (x' II Y', r) 
_(x,O a~,)> (x ' ,r) ,  (Yll x,t) b(r)) (~/, r~. a__~b = c=/=r 

(x II Y, t~ c(0) (x', r), (y I1 x, t~ clrp) (x', r~ 
_(x.t> *~")~ (~/, r>, (y:t) b;,~) (V, rL., El b = c#=# 

(x II y, t)  cir,, (~/, r) 
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7.11. The Bounded lnitialisation Operator for Relative Time 

Our next goal is an axiomatisation of merge in the present setting. Again, we 
need a number of auxiliary operators. We have seen the ultimate delay 
operator for relative time already. We give axioms for the bounded initialisa- 
tion operator for relative time (cf. Section 6.3), and the time shift operator for 
relative time (cf. Section 2). 

First, the bounded initialisation operator for relative time, ~ (Table 26). 

Table 26. Bounded initialisation 

t - r  ~ a [ t ]~ r=6 [ r ]  RTB5 
t < r  :~ a l t ]~ r=a [ t ]  RTB6 
(X + Y) ~ t = (X ~ t) + (Y ~ t) RTB7 
(X. Y) ~ t = (X ~ t)- Y RTB8 

7.12. The Time Shift Operator for Relative Time 

Next, we present axioms for the time shift operator for relative time, also 
denoted by ~ (Table 27). The shift operator represents a process from a later 
initial time. We see 2 ~  a[5] = a[3] and 3 ~  a[5]- b[7] = a[2]. b[7]. 

Again, B P A r p 6 I ~  = B P A r p 6 ~  + BPArp6I  + RTBI, where RTBI is the 
obvious analogon of axiom ATBI in Section 6.3 (replace >> by ~ ) .  

Note that it is straightforward to give an operational semantics of the 
bounded initialisation operator and the time shift operator. 

Table 27. BPArp6~ = BPArp6 + RTBI-8 

t < r  :~ t ~ a l r ] = a [ r - t ]  RTB1 
t ~ r  ~ t~a [ r l =6 [ t ]  RTB2 
t ~ (X + Y) = (r ~ X) + (t ~ Y) RTB3 
t ~  (X- Y) = ( t~  X). Y RTB4 

7.13. Algebra of Communication Processes for Relative Time 

Now we are able to introduce a setting with communication. The complication 
is with interleaving. If one explains a merge in terms of interleaving, the 
execution of an action in one component of the merge has the effect that in an 
other component the initialisation time is shifted. This effect is described in 
Table 28. The r in ACPrp indicates that this is an axiom system using relative 
time only. In order to provide an intuition for the equations, notice that we 
expect the following identities to be derivable: 

a[2] II (b[3] �9 c[5]) = a [2 ] .  b i l l .  c[5] 

a[3] II (b[2] .  c[5]) = b[2] .  a[1] .  c[4] 
a[2] [] 611] = 611] 

a[3] II 6[5] = a[3] .  612]. 

We find that the solut ion to this problem is obtained when we use the variants 
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Table 28. ACPrp = BPArptSU + B P A r p t ~  + C1-3 + RTCI, 2 + 
CM1, 4-9 + RTCM2, 3 + D1-4 + RTD 

alb=bla c1 
al (b lc)=(a lb) [c  (=2 
61a=6  c3 

t =/= r =~> a[tl I blr] = 6[min(t ,  r)l RTC1 
aIt] I b[tl = (a I b)[t] RTC2 

X I I Y = X I I  Y + Y J L X + X I Y  
a[t] I I X  = (a[t] ~ u (X)) .  ( t ~ x }  
(a[t] �9 x)  [l_ Y = (a[t] ~ 0 (Y)) .  (X II (t ~ Y)) 
( X + Y )  I L Z = X I I  Z + Y I I  z 
(ait] .  x )  I bir] = (a[t] t b[r]) �9 X 
alt] I (b[r] �9 X)  = (a[t] I b[r]) �9 X 
(a[t] �9 X)  I (b[r] �9 Y) = (altl I b[r]) �9 (X II Y) 
(x+YIIZ=XIZ+YIZ 
xI(Y+Z)=XIY+XIZ 

CM1 

RTCM2 

RTCM3 

CM4 
CM5 

CM6 
CM7 

CM8 
CM9 

all(a) = a if a ~ H D1 
0H(a) = 6 if a ~ H D2 
0H(a[t]) = (0H(a))[t] RTD 

8H(X + Y) = all(X) + all(Y) 03 
0H(X- Y) = 0H(X) �9 0H(Y) D4 

ATCM2' and ATCM3' from Section 6.6. This gives the axioms RTCM2 and 
RTCM3. 

Notice that also in the case of ACPrp we can put 

= fwn~O a[v] 

and obtain results similar to Section 6.8. 
In Table 28, l is a communication function. I: A6 x A6--> A~, l is commuta- 

tive, associative and ~ is a zero element for it. H is some subset of A. 

7.14. Example (Combination of  One-Bit Buffers, See Section 6.12) 

We consider several versions, with relative time. In the second and last case, 
we can do without a process parameter, in the fourth case we still need it. 

Ba 1'2 = f { r l (0 ) [v] .  s2(0)[0.01] + r l (1) [v] ,  s2(1)[0.01]}.  Ba 1'2 
Jv E n  z0  

Bb ~a = f {r l  (0)iv] �9 s2(0)[0.01] + rl (1)[v]. s2(1 )[0.01]}.  Bb l'z 
Jv ~10.01,t~l 
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BC ,'2 =/vER=o {rl(O)[vl �9 fw~lo.oog,o.o,,l s2(O)[w] 

+ rl(1)[v] �9 s2 l l l [w] } -  Be ',= 

Bd~'2{t) = fv~l,.~,l{rl (O)[v] "f,,,,io.oog.o.o,,, s2(O)[wl 

+ rl(1)[v]./welO.OOg,O.O111 s2l l ) [w]}"  ad"210.02- w) 

Be"2 =/wlO.O,,,ol rl (O)[v] "fw,[o.oog.o.o,,l s2{O)[w] " Be1'2 

+ rl(1)[v], f s2(1)[w]- Be 1"2. 
Jw e 10.009,0.0111 

Be 1.2- = _f~lo.o2. ~,1 rl (O)[v] �9 ..J'w~,O.OOg.O.O, ,! s2(O)[w] �9 Be ,,2 

+ rl(1)[v], r s2(1)[w]. Be 1'2. 
Jw ~|0.009,0.011"1 
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8. Combining Absolute and Relative Time 

One may imagine process expressions involving both absolute and relative time 
constructs, e.g. 

a[21- (b[3] + c[21) �9 d(6) 
(a[2] II b(2)). (c[3l II d(3)) 

Such expressions cannot be put in normal form, nor is there a straightforward 
way to eliminate [[ or cON. Direct integration of ACPp and ACPrp fails because 
there is no clear way to define the ultimate delay operator O, or bounded 
initialisation and time shift operator >> on relative time process expressions, 
such as 

U (a[61 �9 b[21) a[61 >> 4 2 >> a[41 

Similar difficulties arise with 

L.I (a(6)) a(3)~ 2 3 ~  a(2) 

8.1. Time Shift Operator 

First of all, we remark that the time shift operator for absolute time does not 
give us difficulties. This is because the following simple conversion axioms are 
valid (Table 29). 
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Table 29. Absolute time shift conversion 

t >> a[0l  = di(t) 
r > 0  ::> t > > a l r ] = a ( t + r )  
t >> (a[rl �9 X) = (t >> a l r ] .  X 

ARB1 
ARB2 
ARB3 

J. C. M. Baeten and J. A. Bergstra 

8.2. Translation Rules 

The rules given in Table 
transformations of mixed 
elimination. 

30 are also useful, and give back and forth 
time expressions, but no normalisation or 

Table 30. Translation rules 

a(t).  b[r l  = a(t).  b(t + r) 
a(t). blrl. X =- a(t).  b(t + r). X 
a(t) .  (bir]  + X) = a(t) .  (b(t + r) + X) 
a(t) .  (b[r] �9 X + Y) = a(t) .  (b(t + r) .  X + Y) 
a(t) .  (b[r] II X) = a(t) .  (b(t + r) II X) 
a(t) .  (b[r] �9 X II Y) = a(t) .  (b(t + r) .  X II Y) 
a(t) .  aH(b[rl  II X) = a(t) .  aH(b(t + r) II X) 
a(t) .  aH(b[r l  - X 11 Y) = a(t) .  aH(b(t + r) .  X II Y) 
a(t).  (b[r] IJ_ X) = a(t)- (b(t + r) II X) 
a(t).  (b[r] �9 X ~ Y) = a(t).  (b(t + r). X I~ Y) 
a(t) .  aH(b[r] II X) -- a(t) .  aH(b(t + r) II X) 
a(t) .  aH(b[rl  �9 X ~_ Y) = a(t) .  aH(b(t + r). X [L Y) 
a(t).  (b[r] I X) = a(t)- (b(t + r) I X) 
a(t).  (b [ r l -  X Y) = a(t).  (b(t + r) .  X Y) 
a(t) .  a , (b [ r ]  X) = a(t) .  aH(b(t + r) X) 
a(t) .  aH(b[r] �9 X I Y) = a(t).  a , (b ( t  + r). X t Y) 

8.3. Remaining Operators 

Now we focus on the problems with the ultimate delay, bounded initialisation 
and time shift operators mentioned in the beginning of this section. First of all, 
notice we have the reduction axioms given in Table 31. The remaining 
expressions, U(aItl), U(a(t)), a[t] >> r, a ( t )~  r and r ~ a ( t )  cannot be reduced 
any further. We can reduce them, however, if we have a fixed (absolute) 
moment in time. In any state of a system, such a time stamp is provided in the 
second cohaponent. This time stamp can be transferred to the first component 
by means of the following observation. 

Table 31. Reduction axioms 

U(a[t ] .  X) = U(a[t]) A R U I  
0(a(t) �9 X} = U(a(t)) A R U 2  
(a[t] �9 X) >> r = (a[t] >> r)- X ARB4  
(a(t) �9 X ) ~  r = (a(t) ~ r) .  X ARB5 
r ~  (a(t) �9 X) -- ( r ~  a(t)) �9 X ARB6 
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8.4. Lemma 

For every process expression X and time t we have that (X, t ) ~  (t >> X, t ) .  

8.5. Elimination 

Now we can obtain full elimination of auxiliary operators for finite closed 
expressions of the form t>>X. Due to the previous lemma, this may be 
considered sufficient. Thus, the remaining cases for the bounded initialisation 
operator are expressions of the form 

s >> (a[t] >> r) s >> ( a ( t ) ~  r) s >> ( r ~  a(t)) 

For the ul t imate delay operator ,  we are not deal ing wi th process expressions, 
but wi th  real number expressions. Let  : be the operator that represents the 
t ime shift  on real number  expressions. Then,  the remain ing cases for the 
ul t imate delay operator are expressions of  the form 

s: U(a[t ] )  s: U(a(t)). 

8.6. Real Number Expressions 

Formally, we have a sort RNE of real number expressions, with every element 
of R -'~ as a constant, with binary operators + , . , - ,  ] (here we have to deal 
with division by 0, we choose the option to put r/0 = 0 for all r), and for each 
atomic action a unary operators U(a[.]) and U(a(.)), and in addition an 
operator : from R -~~ x RNE to RNE. The basic axioms for �9 are shown in Table 
32. Finally, we have the required elimination axioms (here s e R -~~ t, r ~ RNE) 
(Table 33). 

Table 32. Time shift on real number expressions 

t : r=r  for rER ~~ 
t : (XOY)= (t : X) E] (t : Y) for [] = +,. , / ,  - 

Table 33. Elimination axioms 

s : U(a[t]) = s + (s: t) 
s : U(a(t)) = max{0 ,  (s : t )  - s} 
s >> (a[t] >> r) = (s >> a[s :t ]) >> (s : r) 
s >> (a(t) ~ r) = (s >> a(s: t)) ~ (s : r) 
s >> ( r ~  a(t)) = (s + s : r )  >> a(s : t)  
s >> (X II Y) = (s >> X) II (s >> Y) 
s >> (X II Y) = (s >> X) II (s >> Y) 
s>> (XIY)= (s >> X) I (s >> Y) 
s >> a . ( X )  = a . (s  >> X) 

ARU3 
ARU4 
ARB7 
ARB8 
ARB9 
ARBI0 
ARBI1 
ARBI2 
ARBI3 

8.7. Examples 

1. 3 >> (a(7) II b[2]) = (3 >> a(7)) II (3 >> b[2])  = a(7) II b(5) = b(5) .  a(7) 
2. 6 >> (a(7) II b[2])  = (6 >> a(7)) 11 (6 >> b[2]) = a(7) II b(8) -- a(7) .  b(8) 
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9. Transition Systems 

One of the virtues of the availability of axioms for transforming process 
expressions is that one may view the operational meaning of real time 
processes in terms of rewriting congruence classes of process expressions. 
Because we have axioms that explain all operators in terms of + and �9 one will 
only need operational rules for these two fundamental operators and the 
atomic actions. Thus one of the reasons for having the axioms of ACPp is that 
these allow the problem of giving an operational meaning to that for BPApii 
to be reduced. 

9.1. Action Relations on Congruence Classes 

In the case of symbolic process algebra the three rules a + X - ~  and 
X-~ X' ~ X. Y + Z--% X' .  Y and X-~ ~ / ~  X- Y + Z--% Y are sufficient to define 
an operational semantics on congruence classes (two rules suffice if we only 
deal with prefix multiplication instead of general sequential composition). This 
means that X--% Y (resp. X--% ~/) is operationally valid if and only if X = a .  Y 
(resp. X = a + Z) is provable for some Z. Unfortunately in the case of real time 
more rules are needed because idling, step and termination must be distin- 
guished. It follows that in order to define the operational meaning of BPAp6 
one needs one rule for 6, two rules for atomic actions and three rules for 
sequential composition (Table 34). For instance, if we want to derive 

Table 34. Action rules for congruence classes 
of BPAp6 

t < r  ::> (a(r)+x,t)  a(r)) (~/,r) 
t < s < r  ::> ( a ( r ) + x , t ) - - ) ( a ( r ) + x , s )  
t < s < t  :~ ( ~ ( r ) + x , t ) - e ( ~ ( r ) + x , s )  

(X, t)...(r)) (X', r) 
( x . y + z , t }  "('), (x ' . y , r )  

(x, t)-+ (x, r) 
(x. y + z,t)--* (X �9 y + z, r) 

(x., t) a(~)> (~/, r) __ 
( x ' y + z , t )  aid> (y , r )  

(a(2) + (b(3) �9 c(4) + e(5)), 0~ be3)) c(4), we write a(2) + (b(3) �9 c(4) + e(5)) = 
(b(3) �9 c(4) + e(5)) + a(2) = b(3).  c(4) + (e(5) + a(2)), and then the expression 
has the right format for the fifth rule. 

For BPAp(5, an operational semantics is as easily presented for the free 
syntax as for the congruence classes. Indeed a few rules can be removed i f  one 
uses congruence classes, but there is no fundamental advantage. I t  is the case, 
however, that the axioms of B P A  are useful (and in some cases needed) for 
expressing merge and encapsulation in terms of + and 
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9.2. Real Time Transition Systems 

We have presented a structured operational semantics definition for dosed  real 
time process algebra expressions in an earlier section. Clearly the outcome of 
that definition is some kind of  real t ime transition system for every process 
expression to which it is applied. Nevertheless the effort leaves open the 
question as to what a real t ime transition might be in general and how the 
operations of  A C P p  have to be interpreted in a general world of  real time 
transition systems. We will consider answers to these questions below. It 
should be noticed that there are discrepancies between the definitions below 
and the earlier structured operational  semantics. The main difference is that 
we split a termination step into a regular step plus a termination predicate. 

We stress that there are as many definitions of a real t ime transition system 
possible as there will be researchers in this area. It is important,  however,  to 
understand the difference between associating a real time transition system to 
process expressions directly and doing it via an interpretation of the operators 
in a suitable structure. The point is that the transition systems for which a 
description by means of  a process algebra expression exists constitute a 
minority only. Now that holds for  the symbolic case as well but there is a 
major difference with the symbolic case: as soon as a general concept of a real 
time transition system is defined, already for systems that can perform no 
single atomic action there turn out to be complicated structural possibilities 
which are all ruled out if one works with interpretations of closed process 
algebra expressions. 

9.3. Definition 

A real time transition system (RTTS) over  a set of atomic actions A (not 
including 6) consists of 

a set S of states 
a root r E S 
a function T: S--> R >-~ that assigns a time to each state 
a relation ~ / o n  S, that determines all terminated states 
a relation idle _c S x S (notations s--> s ' )  

a relation s tep  _~ S x AT x S (notations s art) ~ s ' )  

There are several requirements on an RTTS: 

1. If s---> s '  then T(s) < T(s ')  and for every r with T(s) < r < T(s') there exists a 
u e S such that T(u) -- r and s--> u--> s ' .  

2. If s art))s '  then T ( s ) < T ( s ' ) ,  and for every r with T ( s ) <  r < T ( s ' )  there 

exists a u e S such that T(u) = r and s---~ u ~(t) ~ s ' .  
3. If s---~ s '  and s'--~ s" then s--~ s". 

4. If s---~ s '  and s a!t) ) S" then s a(t) ) 8" .  

5. T(r) = 0. 

6. If ~/(s) then for no action a and state s '  we have s a(t) ~ s ' .  
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7. If ~/(s) and T ( s ) < r  then for some s '  we have T ( s ' ) = r  and s - -*s ' ;  this 
means that once a terminal state has been obtained the system can idle 
forever. 

8. If ~/(s) and s--~ s '  then ~/(s'). 

On an RTlr's the signature of  A C P p  must be interpreted. We assume that an 
associative and commutat ive communication function [ on the atomic actions is 
given which has 6 as a zero. 

9.4. Atomic Action 

We start with a description of the transition system belonging to a t imed 
atomic action a(r). 

S = tl~ ~_o root  = 0 T(t) = t ~/(t) iff t - r 

t - - * t '  i f f t < t ' < r  or r - < t < t  ' t .(r)> r for t < r  

We will always assume that no transitions exist other than the ones mentioned. 
Next we consider the timed versions &(r) of & 

S = R->~ root  = 0 T(t) = t ~/(t) = false 

t--* t' iff t < t '  < r 

9 . 5 .  

The 

start 

Alternative Composition 

definition of  sum is not quite so straightforward as one might wish. We 

with two transition systems S,,  rl, ~/1, ~ , ,  ~(~2*t~ 1 and $2, r2, T2, ~/2, 

--*2, "('-~L*t} 2 and their sum will be the system S, r, T, ~/, ---~, ~!t)>. Moreover  
* is supposed to be an object  outside both S,  and S2. 

S = { (s , ,  s=) E S, x S21T,(Sl) = rz(s2)} U { (s , ,  * )  Is,  E S,}  

u {<,, s2> I s2 s2} 
r =  ( r l ,  r2) 

T((s, ,  s2)) -- TI(s1), T((s , ,  * ) )  = T,(sl) ,  T( ( * ,  s2 ) )=  T2(s2) 

~/((Sl, s2)) iff (~/,(s,) and ~/2(s2)), ~/((s,,  * ) )  iff ~/,(s,), 

V'((*, s2) iff ~/2(s2) 
(s,,  s2)---> (s;,  s~) if s,-->l s; and s2-->2 s~ 

(s , ,  *) -'* (s~, *) if s, "-*, S;, ( *, s2) "-* (*, s;) if s2" '2  s~, 

(sl, S2) ~ (s~, * )  if Sl ~(-'~L*t), s~, ~Sl, S2) a(t)) (,, S2) i f s2 .(t),2 s~ 

(sl, *)  .~t)) (S;, * )  if sl ~(-~L*t) 1 s~, (* ,  s2) .~t~> (% s~) if s2 .(t~,2 s~ 
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This definition of sum requires an explanation. The pairs ~Sl, S2) denote states 
in which the system has not yet made a choice. These states can be obtained by 
waiting from the root. The first atomic action (if any) imposes a choice for the 
transition system from which it was taken. 

9.6. Parallel Composition 

The definition of merge is straightforward indeed. Again we start with two 
a(t) transition systems Sle h, T1, ~/1, "~)'1, >1 and $2, r2, T2, ~/2, -"9'2, a(t)>2 and 

a(t) ) their merge will be the system S, r, T, ~/, ---~, 

S = ((Sl, S2) E Sl X S2 I TI(Sl) = T2(S2)} 
r=  (r l ,  r2) 

T((sl, s2)) = Tl(sl) 

~ ( ( S l ,  S2)) iff ~1(Sl) and ~/2(s2) 

(sl,  s2) "--* (s~, s~) if sl --'1 s~ and sz'--~z s~ 

(sl, s,) ""), (s;, s~) if: 

(1) sl a(t))lSl and s2---*2S~ or 

(2) s2 a(t)>2s~ and sl-->1 s~ or 

(3) sl b(t)>l s~ and s2 c(t)>2s~ and b lc  = a for some atomic actions b 
and c 

9.7. Sequential Composition 

Next comes sequential composition. Again we start with two transition systems 
a(t) a(t) $1, rl, T1, ~/1, - '1, ~1 and $2, r2, Tz, ~/2, -->2, )2 and their product will 

aft) ) be the system S, r, T, ~/, -% 

s = {(s,,  , )  I sl ~ s , )  u { ( , ,  s2) I s2 ~ s~} 

r = (r,, *> 

T((sl, *))  = Tl(sl), T((*, s2))= T2(sz) 

~(~S1, 4))~'~ false, ~/((*, s2)) iff ~/z(sz) 

(Sl, *)-"~" (S;, * )  i f  $1"-~ S; and not  ~V/l(Sl) 

Further (sl, *)---~ (% s2) if there exists s; such that 

TI(s~) <- T2(s2), ~/l(s;), r2--.2 s2, and either Sl --- s; or Sl"~)' 1 S~ 
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and finally (% s2)---> (% s~) if s2"-~2 s~. 

(sl,  *) o~t~> (s~, *) if sl .a~tl, 1 s~ 

Further (sl, *) act~, (*,s2) if there exists s; such that 

T,(s~) < T2(s2), ~/l(sl), r2 ~*t~ >z s2, and either sl -= s; or sl -->1 s~ 

and finally (% s2) act~> (*,s~) if Sz =r 2s~ 

J. C. M. Baeten and J. A. Bergstra 

9.8. Other Operators 

The definition of encapsulation aH on $1, rl . . . .  is easy indeed: 

S = $1; r = r l ;  T(s)  = T l (s ) ;  ~/(s) i f f  ~/ l (s) ;  s----~ s '  iff s--~l s ' ;  

s ,,co > s '  i f f  a r H and s ~r ~ s '  

Then we are left with the auxiliary operators ultimate delay, bounded 
initialisation, absolute time shift, left merge and communication merge. All of 
these can be given similar operational definitions in transition systems. 

9.9. Bisimulation as a Congruence 

Of course an oppropriate development of the theory requires that we define 
bisimulation equivalence on these transition systems and establish that all 
operations respect bisimulation equivalence, whence bisimulation becomes a 
congruence. Unfortunately, carrying out such proofs in acceptable detail is far 
from trivial. We consider that in itself to be an open area of research. For the 
time being, however, the introduction of transition systems and operators on 
them merely serves the purpose of strengthening the mechanical intuitions 
about real time processes in the ACP framework. 

The contribution of this work lies in developing a syntax for real time 
processes that is in line with the syntax of ACP and in the proposal of a 
workable set of axioms for this syntax. A mathematical analysis of the model 
theory of this syntax is a matter for future work. It should be stressed, 
however, that such foundational work is only justified if one is convinced of 
the usefulness of the syntax. Only if the formalism ACPp is considered a 
promising language for the analysis of real time computing mechanisms does 
the tremendous effort of a meticulous analysis of its model theory become a 
worthwhile investment. 

9.10. Abstraction of Internal Steps 

There is an obvious way to define abstraction from internal steps in a transition 
system. Indeed let rj denote an abstraction operator that abstracts from 
internal steps. Then in order to apply it on a real time transition system all that 
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has to be done is to replace transitions s ,(t) ) s' with a e I by s--'- s ' ,  and apply 
transitive closure on the wait and step transitions. This gives rise to an 
equivalence relation on terms that turns out not be a congruence relation (this 
also happens in the untimed case with weak bisimulation), we obtain the same 
transition system for ~(1). a(2) and a(2), but different transition systems for 
1:(1). a(2) + b(2) and a(2) + b(2) (in the former term, the choice for a or b is 
made at time 1, in the latter term this choice is not made until time 2). We can 
fix this problem, if to all states in a transition system we add the information 
whether or not the process has started at that point. 

Furthermore, we can obtain a reasonable axiomatisation of process 
equivalence in the presence of internal actions by means of the following law: 

s < t & U(x) > t & U(y)  -< t ~ a(s) .  (~(t) �9 x + y) = a (s) .  (t >> x + y) 

All these matters form the subject of ongoing research. 

9.11. Pictorial Representations 

For some very simple real time transition systems it is possible to provide 
graphical representations in which one may read off the transitions from the 
picture. Using these pictures one immediately finds examples of transition 
systems for which there is no corresponding process expression (unless one 
introduces an abstraction mechanism). 

In the drawings in Fig. 2, the root is the top point. The vertical axis is the 
time axis (so transitions must always end lower than they start). Transitions 
may never cross a line. Transitions that end in a thick line are steps. Bottom 
points on a thick line are "x/ points. We see that the first picture can be 
represented by term a(1)+ b(2), that the second has no representation with- 
out using internal steps (but can be represented by ~(1). a(2)+ 1:(1). b(2))), 
the third can be represented by St,i1,2~a(t)) and the fourth by 
(J't,ll.3] b(t)). (J't,[2.41 c(t)). 

o 

2 
b a b 

3 e 

4 

Fig. 2. 

9.12. Time Removal 

Suppose we design a system in symbolic process algebra notation first. Let the 
design have the following form: OH(P1 II P2 II P3). here we assume that the 
components P~ have been specified as regular processes, using linear process 
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specifications over BPA. As a next step we may provide time stamps to the 
actions of the components P1, P2, P3. This can be done as in the example of the 
alternating bit protocol (see the following section), obtaining Q1, Q2, Q3. 
Already at this point one may ask whether there is any mathematical 
connection between the respective Pi and Qi. We propose a way to transform a 
real time transition system to a symbolic transition system. This transformation 
called TR (time removal) is such that in many cases one may expect that 
TR(RTS((Qi, 0))) is bisimilar to Pi. Thus, adding timing information to a 
symbolic design component P= should be done in such a way that performing 
time abstraction on the resulting real time transition system leads back to the 
symbolic design component (modulo bisimulation at least). So one may say 
that a real time implementation of Pi by Qi is correct if TR(RTS((Qi, 0 ) ) )=  Pi 
(modulo bisimulation). 

Next suppose that in symbolic process algebra one proves that 

p = ~ o all(P1 II P2 II Pa) 

Then, using time removal it is possible to express that the implementation of 
the P~ by the O~ is sound with respect to the symbolic verification P = 
�9 t o all(P1 II P2 II P3) as follows: 

Let X be the real time transition system corresponding to zlo 
a.(Q1 II Q2 II Qa). Then it is required that TR(X) is bisimilar to P 

Notice that there is no implicit guarantee whatsoever that the real time 
implementation of a symbolic system specification obtained from correct real 
time implementations of its components is correct with respect to some given 
symbolic verification of the design. In fact, in many cases it will be incorrect. 
The development of general conditions that guarantee this form of soundness 
is perhaps a relevant topic for further work (though we see as yet no indication 
that nice and convincing conditions can be found). 

9.13. Definition of Time Removal on Real Time Transition Systems 

The mapping of a real time transition system to a symbolic transition system 

proceeds through various stages. Let a system S, r, T, ~/, ---~, ~ be given. 
We proceed in three stages. 

Stage 1. We introduce two new predicates on S: ACT (active) and INACT 
(inactive). Together with ~/ these predicates cover all states. Moreover the 
three predicates are mutually exclusive. 

ACT contains all states in the transition system outside ~/, where the 
process has started and from which a transition labelled with an action is 
possible, or from which a transition leading to a terminated state is possible, 
i.e. all s such that not ~/(s),  such that a step has occurred before s (possibly 

internal) and either for some s' and a(t) there is a transition s a(t)) s'  or for 
some s' E ~/we have s---~ s' .  

I N A C T  = S - (ACT U %/) 

Notice that the collection INACT contains states in which the system has 
essentially deadlocked (there are no waiting steps possible any more, or stated 
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more generally: there is a finite upper bound to the possible waiting time from 
that state), as well as states where the system is in a livelock (indefinite waiting 
is possible and even unavoidable) and in addition to this, states that are 
somehow in between (there is no upper bound to possible waiting but the 
system may develop into a deadlocked situation). Using these conventions we 
stay close to what happens in the bisimulation model of ACP~ (see [BBK87]) 
where livelock and deadlock are not distinguished; this simply means that all 
inactive processes are mapped to 6. 
Stage 2. In the second step the actions and states of the system are modified. 
We add two states 6 and V t o  S (assuming that these objects were not in S and 
renaming some states in S otherwise; this is allowed because we work modulo 
bisimulation equivalence). Further, we use the silent action r as a label for 
transitions. Notice that ~r ~ A~ so this cannot lead to confusion. 
Stage 3. Now all transitions are modified, obtaining the symbolic transition 
system TS* from a given RTTS TS. For each transition tr of TS it is decided 
whether or not to put a corresponding transition or* in TS*. 

If 0c is s -*  s'  then: 

Case I: if ~/(s) or INACT(s) there is no iv*. 
Case 2: if ACT(v) then: Case 2. I: if ~/(s') then o:* = s 4  ~/ 

Case 2.2: if INACT(s') then o~* = s-Z~ 6 
Case 2.3: if ACT(s') then a'* = s 4 s '  

If oc is salt) ) S'  then: 

Case 1: if ~/(s') then a,* is s-Z* ~/. 
Case 2: if INACT(s') then ix* is s-% 6. 
Case 3: if ACT(s') then a~* is s-~ s'.  

We denote this mapping from real time transition systems to symbolic 
transition systems by TR (time removal). This is a complicated operation for 
which many alternative definitions are conceivable. We do not suggest that this 
operation is canonical in any way. It is not clear what intrinsic requirements 
one may wish to impose on such time removing transformations. Nevertheless, 
with some examples it becomes clear what technical role TR may play. 

For a closed symbolic process expression P we call the transition system 
aigned to P STS(P). In fact this is rather vague, due to the many ways in which 
an operational semantics can be given, but working modulo bisimulation, and 
with the understanding that terminating transitions are denoted by arrows 
ending in ~/, and that every transition has a label in A, the concept of STS(P) 
is reasonably stable. 

9.14. Symbolic Process Equivalence 

Let P=a(2).  b(3), then TR(RTS(~P, 0))) bisimulates with STS(a. b). Simi- 
larly, if Q = a(3). b(5), then TR(RTS((Q, 0))) bisimulates with STS(a �9 b). In 
this way we find an equivalence relation, symbolic process equivalence on real 
time processes, as follows: real time process expressions P and O are 
equivalent in this sense if TR(RTS((P, 0))) rooted z-bisimulates with 
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TR(R'I'SI(Q, 0))) (the congruence relation rz--bisimulation on symbolic process 
expressions is defined e.g. in [BBK87]; it is the same relation as weak 
observational congruence of [MilS0]). The symbolic process equivalence 
relation is nowhere near being a congruence relation (there are problems with 
just about every process algebra operator except encapsulation). 

9.15. Examples 

1. TR(RTS((b(2) + c(3), 0~)) rz--bisimulates with STS(b + e). 
2. TR(RTS((a(1 ). (b(2) + c(3)), 0))) rz--bisimulates with STS(a �9 (b + z-. c)). 
3. Let Po(n)= a(n). Po(n + 1) and Qo = a. Qo then TR(RTS((Po(1),0)) r~- 

bisimulates with STS(Qo). 
4. Let P l ( n ) = ( b ( n ) . c ( n + l ) + a ( n + 2 ) ) . P l ( n + 2 )  and Q I = b - c ' Q I +  

l : .a .  Qo (Qo from 3), then TR(RTS((Pdl),0})) rz--bisimulates with 
STS(b �9 c. Q~ + a. Qo). 

5. Let P2(n) = a(n) + tr(n) �9 P2(n + 1), then TR(RTS((P2(1), 0))) r~-bisimulates 
with STS(Z- �9 a). 

6. Let P3(n) = z-(n) �9 P3(n + 1), then TR(RTS((P3(1), 0))) rz--bisimulates with 
STS(~ �9 ~). 

10. Process Specifications 

In this final section, we give some further examples of process specifications, 
and make a few concluding remarks. 

10,1. Example 

A FIFO queue with unbounded capacity and fixed transition time for each 
message. 

Q =  ~v~R--o d~o r l ld) tv ] .  (s2ld)[A] II Q) 

10,2. Example 

A FIFO queue that can input messages at any rate and outputs them at a rate 
of one per time unit (as long as the queue is not empty). Q,,(v) denotes this Q 
in a state in which it contains the data elements in the list a and v denotes the 
most recent time at which it has either presented its previous output or at 
which it has become non-empty by reading a message in empty state. In the list 
(r the data are coded in such a way that that last message is positioned at the 
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leftmost position in the sequence. 

O~(v) = f~ n,~_~D rl(d)(u). Qd(u) 
e(v,m) 

Qo..lv) = f ~ r l ld l lu)  �9 Qd.o..lv) + s2lallv + 11 �9 Qolv + 11 
Ju~(v,v+l) deO 

+ ~ (s2(a)(v + 1 ) & rl(d)(v + 1 ))- Qd*o(V + 1 ) 
deD 

Notice that this process is defined by means of an infinite number of equations, 
one for each Qo. We have not found a way to restrict the number of equations 
to finitely many. 

10.3. Alternating Bit Protocol  

We first provide a specification of an alternating bit protocol as given in 
[BeK86]. Then we will add real time information about each atomic action 
involved. 

In this protocol e denotes an error value, e ~ D. db denotes the pair of a 
datum d from D and a boolean value b (the alternating bit). With i we denote 
an internal action that is used to encode a non-deterministic choice between 
correct and incorrect transition by the channels. In ACP the specification is as 
follows: 

Protocol 

ABP = aH(3,4,s,sI(A II K II L II B) 

where 

sender 

A = RM0 

RMb = ~ r l (d) .SFdb 
d~D 

SFdb = s3(db) ' RAdb 

RAdb = [r5(1 - b) + r5(e)] �9 SFdb + r5(b) �9 RMI-b 

channels 

K = ~ r3(f). K, 
f~DxBOOL 

Kf = [ i .  s4(e )  + i .  s4( f ) ]  �9 K 

L= ~ r6(b).Lb 
b~BOOL 

Lb = [i. s5(e) + i. s5(b)] �9 L 
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receiver 

B = RFo 

RFb = I ~ r4(d(1 - b)) + r4(e)] �9 SA,_b + ~'~ r4(db) �9 SMdb 
Ld~D J deD 

SAb = s 6 ( b )  �9 RFI-b 
SMdb = s2(d) �9 SAb 

In ACP one may prove that ABP is in fact a sequential system in the sense that 
in no state, message passing is enabled along more than one port. Now we will 
provide a timed version of the protocol. The delays that are introduced are 
taken in an arbitrary way, for the sake of the example. 

Again this system will turn out to be a sequential one in the sense that no 
two ports can be used at the same time. 

Protocol 

ABP = aHta.4.u.61(A II K II L II B) 
where 

sender 

A = RMo 

RMb = fv . o rl(d)[v] " SFab 

SFdb = s3(db)[O.O01]" RAdb 

= f [r5(1 -- b)[v] + r5(e)[v]]. SFdb + r5(b)[v] �9 RM1 RAdb ~ b 

J~ 

channels 

f K, K = _~,,~0 ~oxaooL r3(f)[v] ' 

Kf = ~" ( i [ w ]  �9 s 4 ( e ) [ O . O 0 0 1 ]  + i [ w ] .  s 4 ( f ) [ O . O 0 0 1 ] ) .  K 
Jw ~|0.009,0.011 | 

L = fv~,~o b~B~OOL r6 (b ) [v ]  "Lb 

f (i[w] �9 s5(e)[O.O001] + i [w].  s5(b)[O.O001]). L Lt, 
J~ we[O.OO9,O.Ol 1 ] 

receiver 

B = RFo 

RFb = f ~ (r4(d(1 - b))[v] + r4(e)[v]) �9 SA1 ~b 
.Iv e~ ~~ deD 

+ ~ r4(db)[v]. SMab 
dED 

SAb = s6(b)[0.008] �9 RF~-b 
SM~b = s2(d)[0.01 ]" s6(b)[0.012]" RFI_b 
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Notice that the alternating bit protocol is a regular process. For any reasonable 
definition of regularity in real time systems, also the real time specification of 
the alternating bit protocol will be a regular process. 

10.4. Timed versus Untimed Specifications 

In the example of the alternating bit protocol we illustrate an obvious 
technique that can be used to turn a symbolic specification of a system into a 
real time specification. 

1. All read actions can happen at any time. 
2. The time at which a read action happens is remembered in the state (i.e. it 

determines the timing of the next action). 
3. Time constraints are allowed on send actions only. These may happen at 

fixed moments in time computable from the data stored in the state 
(including the timing of the previous action) or in intervals for which the 
bounds can be computed from the mentioned data. 

When taking these rules into account one obtains real time process 
specifications in which there is a complete separation between time and data. 
For such specifications it is possible to remove all timing information, thus 
obtaining a symbolic process specification as indicated in Section 9. 

10.5. Concluding Remarks 

This report presents an introduction to the notations and equations for a real 
time version of process algebra (in the style of ACP). Many more features can 
be incorporated without substantial difficulty, e.g. state operators, asynchro- 
nous communication, put and get (unreliable communication), mode transfer, 
realisation of successful handshaking communication if sender or receiver is 
timesharing a different task (leading to interrupt handling without use of a 
priority mechanism), process creation, process forking, a constant for chaos. 

Matters that seem to be hard to generalise are, for instance, the notion of a 
finitely branching process, priorities, regular (finite state) processes and the 
notion of a linear system of equations. Real time system verification in the 
setting of ACPp is open ended, though some significant notions of correctness 
may have been identified in this paper. 
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